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Their numbers are: 3, 7, 11, 13, and Multiples of them
3 x 7 = 21, 3 x 11 = 33, 3 x 13 = 39, 7 x 11 = 77, 7 x 13 = 91 
and 93 is out of Black Magik or a Dark form of the occult. They 
also use 19.5 sometimes. That is half of 39
 

They especially like their 7's 11's and 33's. 
The 33 degrees of Masonry of which the 33rd 
degree praises Lucifer. I should know, my 
Grandfather was a 33rd degree Mason. It IS 
A RELIGION! He died when I was a year and 
a half and I was left with all of his masonic 
literature and books. Your not suppose to 
have access to this material. "The initiates 
into masonry shall be decease. They think 

they know what they are being taught, but they don't really 
know what they are being taught. Only the princes of masonry 
shall know the true knowledge."

 
Alphabetically 3=C, 7=G, 11=K, 13=M 
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Also in Ancient Greek where every number = a letter
 W = 6  So We will start there.

 
www on the internet, it could of been just w. or ww. but 
someone chose www. = 666
 
The Washington Monument is 555 feet high. In inches that = 
6660 inches.
 
It also goes 20% of its hight beneath the 
surface = 110 feet, But what do you want 
to bet me since this group of would be 
masons who are not really Masons they 
are just using Masonic guilds as a front 
for a Dark form of the Occult. Since the 
really like their 11's, I would be willing to 
bet you it actually goes a 111 feet 
beneath the surface. That would be 111 
feet + 555 feet = 666 feet.
 
Have you read House Resolution 666. Log on the Library of 
Congress's website and put in H.R. 666. Interesting 
Legislation and also UnConstitutional.
 
How about in the Internal Revenue Code Book: Code # 666 
which requires everyone to take the SS mark (social security) 
of course codes aren't Laws.
 
U.S. Highway 666 leads to Dulce, New Mexico where there is 
a massive underground facility. It is called Nightmare Hall. (for 
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a good reason)
 
When the Boy Scouts of Amerika end their motto they say: 
Everything is A-OK in the Boy Scouts. Then they do the OK 
sign with their right hand and place it on their forehead. Do it. 
Then turn your hand around. Do you see the 666 your hand 
forms. Pretty sneaky little freaks aren't they. Remember in 
prophecy: the mark of the beast on your right hand or 
forehead.
 
There are 660 rooms in Windsor Castle. Did someone miss 6 
rooms?
 
The Euro coin has 6 stars with 6 rods with 6 more stars = 666
 

 
The Eur a PEON Union has 13 countries or 13 colonies
 
The universal partition code, the bar code on all the products 
in Amerika, if you know the code the first number is always 6, 



the middle number is always 6, and the last number is always 
6 666. The company was questioned about this and they said 
it was a coincidence. Yea Right!
 
The new bar code in Russia to track their people also = 666 ( 
that was even on ABC in Amerika)
 
See the 666 in these logos and pictures
 

Proctor & Gamble has filed lawsuits against several people 
believed to be responsible for spreading the allegations of 
devilism. But, in at least one of the lawsuits, the company 
raised eyebrows when the news came out that Proctor & 

Gamble was seeking exactly $66,600 in damages!
          
Look the masons even have their own Bible.
 



 
Masonic Motto: ORDO AB CHAO means Order out of Chaos.
 
Who's really creating the caos on your earth?
 
And we have all seen these dolts doing the Horned God 
symbol.
 





 
Hey Curious George



 
Now let's move to 33's.
          
The start of every Indy 500 race always starts with 11 rows 
with 3 cars in each row = 33.
          
Bill Gates logo for Microsoft ( I think he was talking about a 
part of his anatomy Micro----soft) it has 7 dots in each row and 
you can also sometimes see an 11 and 13, but you can 
always see a 33. He got as many of them in there as he could, 
eh

 
In the movie with Mothman Prophecies about a winged 
creature with red eyes and seeing on a different level, 
(interesting) the map in the movie of Point Pleasant West 
Virginia showed highway 33.



          
The movie "Vanilla Sky" starts with his 33rd birthday, the main 
character has 7 board of directors called the 7 dwarfs and 
they still see him as though he is an 11 year old boy.
 
The Bush tax cut plan would reduce taxes on the upper class 
from 38.5% to 33%
 
The Queen Mother of the United Queendom death time was 
3:15 p.m.
 
Both hands pointing at 3 = 33
 
The Olympic Park Bombing occurred in Atlanta, Georgia 
(named after Atlantis). Which of course sits on the 33rd 
degree latitude line.
 
 
Nebs retail supplies celebrating their 50th anniversary were 
offering not 25% off everything, not 40% off, not 30% off, but 
33% off.
 
Did you see the Bank of Amerika's new logo in the last year? 
2 blue stripes, 2 red stripes, then 2 more red stripes = 11  11  
11 = 33 They killed that boy. Placed him on the plane with a 
note in his pocket and flew the cessna with remote control into 
the Bank of Amerika.
 



 
Count the number of spaces on the U.N. logo (don't forget the 
center one) = 33

 
Agilent Technologies has 32 circles on its logo, but center one 
forms the 33rd

 
Hiel Clinton bombed that plant in Sudan (that was only 
producing half that nations medicine supply ( Do we extradite 
for Murder Bill? or are you above the law?) on the 7th of 
August on the ..............yep 33rd degree longitude line.         
 
Can you say "Ritualistic Murder" children.
 
Yep, Bill Clinton may not have inhaled.
 
But a Porker in the White House...........he truly 
nailed.
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"I did not have sexual relations with that 
woman."..................LIAR!
 
The Southern part of the No Fly zone in Iraq is on the 33rd 
degree latitude
Source....ABC News
.
          John F. Kennedy was killed over currency right next to 
the 33rd degree latitude line in the 11th month on the 22nd = 2 
x 11 right when he entered the pyramid. Where they killed 
him, with a triangle hit of masonry, they erected an Egyptian 
obelisk with the eternal flame of masonry on top.

 



Ronald Reagan was shot in the 3rd month on the 
30th day 3 + 30 = 33. George Bush Sr. aren't you 
a 33rd degree mason, and wouldn't you have 
benefited from Reagan's death? Were not your 
policies radically different from Reagan's. Didn't 
you ride his coat tails into office. You would have 
NEVER have been President if it wasn't for Reagan.
          
The Pentagon in D.C. is a symbol of the 33 degrees of 
masonry. Its angles are even at 33 degrees. A pentagram with 
a pentagram in the center. See the Eastern Star symbol. 
Women's sect of Masonry.

 
On August 6, 1945 at 8:15 a.m. United States B-29 bomber 
Enola Gay, on Mission No. 13, dropped an atomic bomb 
called "Little Boy" on Hiroshima,  Japan right next to the 33rd 
degree latitude line. This was "Day One" of a new age, the 
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Nuclear Age. It was also 33 days after 169th 13 x 13 
anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence.
 

In 1935, Paul Foster Case wrote: "Since the 
date, 1776, is placed on the bottom course 
of the pyramid [on the Great Seal of the 
U.S.], and since the number 13 has been so 
important in the history of the United States 
and in the symbols of the seal, it is not 
unreasonable to suppose that the 13 
courses of the pyramid may represent 13 
time-periods of 13 years each." The 13 time-
periods of 13 years each equaled 169 years. 

From July 4, 1776 to July 4, 1945 equaled 169 years. From 
July 4, 1945 to August 6, 1945 (Hiroshima bomb) was  33 
days. By the 33rd President.
 
Accounting Firm Arthur Anderson address in N.Y.   33  
 
Kenneth Lay CEO of Enron bought out the 33rd floor of his 
condominium complex and had condo # 33
 
Westell Corp.      23 5 19 20 5 12 12   =  
2+3+5+1+9+2+0+5+1+2+1+2= 33
                            W  E  S  T  E  L  L
 
See the 13 in their logo?......turn it sideways.
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also.......stop by the soy bean suga buga 
restaurant.................they like to see you smile.
Then will just roll your fat ass............the entire...............Green 
Mile..........Yes'm boss!

 
 
Dodge Ram has a Goat's head hidden in the logo. Look 
close.....Just like on the cover of the Satanic Bible.....Same 
colors too. They have a 7 year 70,000 mile warranty. See the 
pyramid illuminated over it?



 
Jeep has 7 spaces on the grill

 
Chrystler or Christ ler has the wings of RA as their 
logo........Pagan
 
Saturn car Company.....Saturn in old Latin is the same word 
as SATAN. Care to take a drive with him?
 
Mercury Car Co....Pagan god
 
Chevrolet has the Maltese cross as their logo. Just like the 
Nazi's would wear.

 
GM = 7  13
 
Acura has the compass as their logo..T-square and 
compass....That's Masonry

 



I think we know who's running the Auto Industry.
 
Burning fossil fuels is over 50 years out 
dated.......hydro.....wind........solar....magnetic 
motors.......everything is made up of ENERGY!
 
Princess Diana Murdered in Car wreck on 8-31-1997  
8+31=39 on the 13th pillar beneath a bridge. Above stood an 
Egyptian obelisk with the eternal flame of Masonry!
 
Like the U.N. 33 cent stamp?

 
The murder of the Pope John Paul I who was in power for only 
33 days



 
In Amerika one of the 33 cent stamps had the Empire State 
building on it, which is now the tallest building 
in New York. Right Illuminati.
 
1946 On August 19.5, 1946, Bill Clinton, the 
42nd President, was born in Hope, Arkansas, 
at the 33rd Parallel. Also Bill Clinton in his 
speech accepting the democratic parties 
nomination in 1992 gave credit to his mother 
and Carol Quigly his college professor. Carol Quigly wrote a 
book called "Tragedy and Hope" , where he showed the 
secret hand that controled Amerika's government. Your the 
Tragedy, but I guarantee that Bill Clinton has no HOPE!

There are  33 titles in the Old Testament for the antichrist.
 
They had Jesus die at 33 and the Masons started writing his 
history 33 years later.
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Yes the entire Bible is in Masonic code!
  
These are all just coincidences RIGHT?
          
          My number is 11, as all their numbers who are of us. 
The Five Pointed Star, with a Circle in the Middle, & the circle 
is Red. My colour is black to the blind, but the blue & gold are 
seen of the seeing. Also I have a secret glory for them that 
love me. Alister Crowley about Satan, Satan worshiper and 
33rd degree mason.
 
Watch out for the Little Red Horny Guy with a 
Pitchfork!............... Oh, I'm in Fear.
 
 

All Right Lets Open it Up!
 
Apollo  13 spacecraft, name 'Aquarius' which occurred at 1:13 
in the afternoon (1313  military time) on April 13, 1970. Mars 
Pathfinder landing site (19.5° N by 33.3° W which = 33 x 11 = 
333) - July 4th, 1997. which is 7/4/1997
 
Apollo 11 launched in the 7th month. Apollo is a pagan god, 
Roman Empire. Columbia module columbia route word in latin 
is columba, a pagan god Roman Empire. Saturn rocket 
booster Saturn is a pagan god, Roman Empire. Saturn in old 
latin is the same word as SATAN. Remember the metaphor in 
the Bible of the Tower of Babel. Where Satan was erecting a 
tower to try to climb out of hell to get into Heaven. Earth - Hell, 



Heaven, The heavens. Somebody was trying to leave this 
earth, and something was holding them back. Now with Apollo 
11 we have the Satan rocket booster lifting off from earth(hell) 
and the tower that disconnected form the Satan rocket booster 
had on one side a 6, the top of it a 6, and on the other side a 6 
= 666. You can verify this by watching the documentary that is 
available on 
www.afunnythinghappenedonthewaytothemoon.com and 
www.moontruth.com
 
Somebody was trying to leave this earth..........and something 
was holding them BACK! They never went to the moon with 
Apollo 11. It was a diversion tactic to divert your attention 
away from the civil rights movement and the Vietnam war 
protest. There was a lot of Anti-establishment activity at this 
time. They needed a ploy to get you to wrap yourselves 
around the flag.
 
The Eagle Never landed
One small step for man...................
One Giant FRAUD for Mankind!
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THE DEMONS WILL NEVER GET INTO THE HEAVENS!
Demons destroy..............Angels Create.

 
 

NASA has one runway at Kennedy Space Center: Runway 33 
and two platforms to lift off the space shuttle platform 39a, and 
platform .........39b.
 



          
Basketball superstar, international cultural icon Michael 
Jordan retired from the NBA after completing 13 AMAZING 
seasons as the most successful sports superstar  ever on 
Wednesday January 13, 1999 and wore #33. Has since 
returned.
 
What does financial chaos lead us to?. Chapter 13 bankruptcy 
or for corporate Chapter 11
 
Al Gore succeeded the last election on December 13, 2000
 
The movie "13 Ghosts"

 
Seagrams 7
 
7UP
 
Drink 7 and 7
 
Amerika's Independence day July 4th = 7/4    7+4 = 11



You've been deceived
 
The Great Seal in Amerika has 13 levels of the pyramid, 13 
feathers on the tail, 13 arrows, 13 stars, and 13 leaves.
 
David Chapman (the man who killed John Lennon) had his 
parole hearing on October 11, 2000
 
The 2000 presidential election was on 11/7/2000
 

Did you know that Hitler burned the 
Reichstag on 2/27/33..2+2+7=11 and 33
 
"Oceans 11" (wasn't that movie based on 
deceit) the movie premiered on December 7, 
2001. It also premiered at Blockbuster Video 
stores on May 7, 2002.
 
CBS Program "The Great Race" in 2001 
starts with 11 pairs of racers

 
Fox Network promoted heavily the last 11 episodes of the X 
Files 2002
 
The American Secretary of Education was quoted saying it's 
the battle over the 11 year old mind.............who's 
Battling?............and Who's Winning?
 
Harry Potter series starts when he's 11 and how many books 
7, and how many movies planned 7
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The movie: "The Magnificent 7"
 
The movie "Seven" with Brad about the 7 deadly sins. (ends 
with a Be-heading)
 
The movie "7 Years in Tibet" with Brad. (remember Brad did 
not write these movies)
 
7th Day Adventist Church (see the eternal flame of masonry)
11b
 
April 19.5 1993, Waco invasion
 
April 19.5, 1995 OK City bombing 
 
"The Lord of the Rings" starts with Bilbo Baggin's 111th 
Birthday. 
 
Notice the All Seeing Evil "EYE"
 
``It comes down to a risk-benefit ratio,'' 
Robert Rich, president of the Federation of 
American Societies for Experimental Biology 
told the newspaper. ``I think the risk of 
forgone advances is much greater than the 
information getting into the wrong hands.'' 
Ronald Atlas, president-elect of the American 
Society of Microbiology, (about genetic 
manipulation) told the Times a White House proposal to 
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eliminate sections of articles that would allow other 
laboratories to replicate results ``takes apart the whole 
foundation of science.'' The Bush administration has asked 
the society to limit ''potentially dangerous'' information in the 
11 journals it publishes, according to the Times. 
 
December 11, 1994 bombing of a Philippine jetliner that killed 
a Japanese passenger.
 
 
U.S. Works Up Plan for Using Nuclear Arms Military 
Administration, in a secret report, calls for a strategy against 
at least 7 nations: China, Russia, Iraq, Iran, North Korea, 
Libya and Syria.
 
Oh, the wisdom!    
          
13 Congressmen have been killed in plane crashes 1n 30 
years.
Remote control?
 
October 16, 2000: Missouri Gov. Mel Carnahan (D). 
Carnahan, his son and an aide were killed when their small 
plane crashed in bad weather in Missouri. According to 
Reuters, Sen. Paul Wellstone's death was eerily similar to the 
circumstances surrounding the October 2000 plane crash 
death of another Democratic Senate hopeful, Missouri Gov. 
Mel Carnahan. His plane crashed in bad weather in that state 
killing him shortly before that year's election. He was elected 
after his death and his widow was appointed to take his seat. 



 
April 3, 1996: U.S. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown. A 
U.S. Air Force jetliner carrying Brown and American business 
executives crashed into a mountain in Croatia, killing all 35 
people aboard. 
 
April 19.5, 1993: South Dakota Gov. George Mickelson 
(R). Mickelson died along with seven others when a state-
owned airplane slammed into a silo during a rainstorm in 
Iowa.
In September of 1998, over 200 riders joined the Mickelson 
family for the Trail's dedication ride. The ride was such a 
success that it has become an annual event. The ride will be 
held September 20-22, 2002. Click here for more information 
on the next annual 
 
April 4, 1991: Pennsylvania Sen. John Heinz (R). According 
to AP: A fiery plane-helicopter collision 11 years ago killed 
U.S. Sen. H. John Heinz III and showered flames on children 
in a playground. Heinz, a three-term Republican and heir to 
the Heinz food fortune, died along with the two pilots of his 
chartered plane and two pilots in the helicopter who were 
attempting to see if the plane's front landing gear was down 
and locked in place. The plane's captain had radioed that an 
instrument light failed to confirm the gear was in place. 
Williamsport, Penn.  41.15' N  76.55' W  77?
 
April 5, 1991: Texas Sen. John Tower (R). Texas Sen. John 
Tower, his daughter and 21 other people, including NASA 
astronaut Manley "Sonny" Carter, Jr., were killed in a 



commuter plane crash near Brunswick, Georgia. 
 
August 13, 1989: Mississippi Rep. Larkin Smith (R). Pilot 
error in hazy conditions was ruled the probable cause of the 
plane crash that killed U.S. Rep. Larkin Smith and his pilot, 
according to a federal report. According to AP: The National 
Transportation Safety Board report indicated that pilot Chuck 
Vierling, who was not rated to fly on instruments, probably lost 
control after encountering conditions that required them. 
Vierling, 58, of Gulfport had expressed concern about the 
haziness before leaving, the report said. Vierling had flown 
Smith to Hattiesburg on August 13. On the return flight to 
Gulfport, the Cessna 152 crashed into woods near New 
Augusta (caesar) in southeastern Mississippi. 
 
August 7, 1989: Texas Rep. Mickey Leland (D). Rep. 
Mickey Leland, a Texas Democrat who chaired the House 
Select Committee on Hunger, killed when plane crashes 
during a trip to inspect relief efforts in Ethiopia. 
 
September 1, 1983: Georgia Rep. Larry McDonald (D). 
McDonald was killed when Korean Air Lines Flight 007 was 
shot down by a Russian fighter.
Bond .....James Bond 007 
 
August 3, 1976: Missouri Rep. Jerry Litton (D). Litton was 
killed along with his family in a plane crash in the northwest 
part of the state on the evening he won the Missouri's 
Democratic gubernatorial nomination. He was en route to a 
victory celebration. 



 
February 14, 1975: California Rep. Jerry Pettis (R). Pettis 
died when his plane crashed into a mountain near Beaumont, 
California. His wife, Shirley N. Pettis Roberson, replaced in 
the House five days later. "People come up to you, with little 
pieces of memorabilia about your husband, and they mean to 
show their deep regret in losing him," Pettis Roberson said in 
a telephone interview from her home in California. "I had to 
steel myself against tears, because I thought if I cried now, I 
would cry forever." 
 
October 16, 1972: House Majority Leader Hale Boggs, D-
Louisiana and Rep. Nick Begich, D-Alaska: Both were 
killed when their plane disappeared over Alaska. 
 
December 8, 1972: Rep. George W. Collins, Illinois (D). 
Collins was killed when a United Airlines jetliner plane crashed 
on approach to Chicago's Midway Airport. Forty-four others 
also were killed. Collins' widow, Cardiss, succeeded her 
husband in the House.
 
The 1947-1948 Annual Report of the tax-exempt Laura 
Spelman Rockefeller Fund revealed: "In 1938, a new building 
at 1313 East Sixtieth Street, Chicago (constructed under 
grants from the Spelman Fund) was completed to provide 
adequate quarters… for the use and occupancy of the 
national governmental organizations. This building has come 
to be known as '1313'. "… An agency known as the Public 
Administration Clearing House was set up… Endorsement of 
the Public Administration Clearing House came from the 



National Municipal League, the American Municipal 
Association, etc…. "
 
The Public Administration Clearing House manages the 
building at 1313 E. Sixtieth Street, Chicago." Further financing 
for the "1313" has been provided by the Carnegie 
Corporation, the Julius Rosenwald (Sears Roebuck & 
Company) Fund, and the Russell Sage Foundation. In his 
article in the January 1973 issue of AMERICAN OPINION 
magazine Gary Allen said that the primary funding now comes 
from the Ford Foundation which has "poured tens of millions 
of dollars into scores, possibly hundreds of regional 
government projects" promoted by "1313"
. 
           Harry S. Truman. As the 33rd President, this 33rd 
degree Mason initiated the Nuclear Age, the crowning 
success of alchemy, when the first A-bomb exploded at the 
33rd Parallel Trinity Test Site, (Almagordo) can you say 
Armageddon children?  White Sands, New Mexico. He was 
responsible for killing of thousands of Japanese at two cities 
close to the 33rd Parallel, Hiroshima and Nagasaki. On the 
13th mission of Enola Gay.
          
1947 On July( 7th month) 8,  a UFO and aliens' bodies were 
allegedly found in the desert outside Roswell, New Mexico at 
the 33rd Parallel. (They are setting you all up for a mocked 
extraterrestrial invasion)
 
Phoenix, Arizona sits on the 33rd degree latitude line. From 
the Phoenician Sun God - Pagan (masonry) OH THY SUN 



GOD! Can you say "DEMENTIA" children.
 
.District of Columbia-root word in Latin Columba=Pagan God 
Roman Empire (Nice)
D.C. sits on the 77th degree Long. and 39th degree Lat. lines.
 
          In the Bible: "And Lamech said unto his wives, Adah 
and Zillah. 'Hear my voice: ye wives of Lamech, hearken unto 
my speech: for I have slain a man to my wounding, and a 
young man to my hurt. If Cain shall be avenged sevenfold, 
truly Lamech seventy and sevenfold." (Genesis, 4:23-24) This 
Lamech was a descendant of the first murderer, Cain, and 
father of the twins Tubal-Cain, a boy, and Naamah, a girl. 
Tubal-Cain, "an instructor of every artificer in brass and iron", 
is a favorite of Luciferian Free Masons, who consider him to 
be the forefather of Hiram Abiff. Hiram Abiff, of course, is the 
supposed architect of Solomon's Temple and the central hero 
of Masonic mythology.
 
Dallas, TX site of the JFK assasination. It  lies along U.S. 
Highway 77
 
Guthrie, OK. Site of the Masonic Grand Lodge of Oklahoma. It 
also lies along U.S. 77
Lincoln, NE: Named for the sacrificed Abraham Lincoln by 
masons over currency. It also lies along U.S. 77
 
David Koresh leader of the Branch Davidians at Waco Texas 
was 33 years old. Where the people were burned to death in 
the fires of Hell. 



 
That also took place on U.S. highway 77 (didn't they show you 
Timothy McVeigh picture there? Who 's bomb at Oklahoma 
City only blew the windows.)
 
Timmy rented the Ryder truck on U.S. highway 77. (wasn't a 
Ryder truck with sodium nitrate also used on the first World 
Trade Tower attack?)
 
Co-conspirator Terry Nichols home town Herington, Ks. lies 
along U.S. 77.  Geary State 
Fishing Lake (Geary County, KS): Site where the bomb was 
put together, according to the Government's case. It lies along 
U.S. 77. Oklahoma City, OK: Site of the attack. It lies along 
U.S. 77.Perry, OK: Site of the county jail where McVeigh was 
taken to after his original arrest. It lies along U.S. 77
 
On June 2nd, 1997 the jury convicts Timothy McVeigh on all 
11 counts.
 
On June 13, 1997 Jury condemns McVeigh to die by lethal 
injection.
 
December 11, 2000 McVeigh asks US District court Judge 
Richard Matsh to stop his appeals process and schedule his 
execution to take place before the summer. (in a hurry to die, 
eh)
 
January 11, 2000 McVeigh lets pass the deadline for changing 
his decision. (remember there are 31 days in December so if 



he had 30 days to change his decision that would have made 
the deadline on Jan. 10, 2000)
 
On April 12, 2001 Attorney General John Ashcroft announced 
the execution date 5/16/2001 and authorizes it for a closed 
circuit TV broadcast in Terre Haute, Indiana. Which Terre 
Haute of course sits on the 39th degree latitude line.
 
 
May 11th Attorney General John Asscroft delays McVeigh's 
execution until June 11, 2001. 
 
McVeigh is then executed on June 11, 2001 at.................... 
7a.m. on the 39th degree Lat.
Coincidences or Masonry!
 
The Tri-lateral Commission = 3 becomes the G7 G=7th letter 
of the alphabet =  G7=77
 
K & G clothing stores = 11 7
 
Circle K =  Circle11 (remember the quote by Alister Crowley 
the circle is red, the K is circled in red on their logo)
 
KKK = 11 11 11
 
Kmart = 11 mart
Stop by the KKKmart and give them a Hiel!
Where there is a blue light 38 special in every aisle.

          



Lets take a look at September 11th.
 

The ground breaking ceremony of the 
Pentagon (symbol of the 33 degrees) was 
on September 11, 1941. on the 77th 
degree longitude. What was the 60 year 
anniversary of that?
          George Bush Sr. gave the speech 
before congress saying: "It's more than a 
big idea........it's a new idea..........It's a 
NEW WORLD ODER!" (Bushite, you 

couldn't come up with new idea if it slapped you in the ASS!) 
That speech was given on September 11, 1991. What was the 
10 year anniversary of that?
 
When did the small cessna (that was flown by remote control) 
hit the White House? 
 
September 11, 1994. What was the 7 year anniversary of 
that?
 
          So we will add 60 + 10 + 7 = 77
 
What were the flight numbers on September 11, 2001. Flight 
175 = 1 + 7 + 5 = 13, Flight 11, flight 77, Flight 93 left gate 17. 
And you all actually thought that radical Muslims with plastic 
knives and box cutters did this. Then you must be 
brainwashed. Try Masons. Flight 77 and 11 never hit any 
buildings. A small commuter jet hit the first tower and a small 
commuter jet hit the Pentagon. Watch the tape that was on 
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PBS again. Those 2 planes were landed in a remote location. 
The pilots of flight 93 got back control over the remote control 
so they had to shoot it down, or they could have testified that 
there plane was taken over REMOTELY. There were no 
highjackers on those planes. That is why the wreckage 
outside of Pittsburgh was spread out over 7 to 10 square 
miles. That was right in the Pittsburgh newspapers. That is not 
a ground collision. That is a mid air explosion.
 
One of the planes had 93 passengers and crew
 
Another had 58 passengers 5+8=13 and 7 crew
 
each plane had 7 crew
 



 
Deena Burnette (who's husband was on flight 93 says her 
husband called her from the plane at 9:20 a.m. 9+2=11 Then 
she called the F.B.I. That was 2 hours before the plane went 
down. How long does it take to scramble F-16's? More deceit
 
A passenger called Todd Beamer on Flight 93 supposedly 
placed a 13 minute telephone call. To a phone operator. Who 
in the hell would spend the minutes of their life talking to a 
phone operator.  Da get me my wife, father, mother, friend. 
Anyone but YOU!
 It's  A LIE!
 



At 9:42 EST, Mark Bingham phoned his mother, Alice. "Mom? 
This is Mark Bingham," the voice said. She knew he was 
flustered. "I want to let you know that I love you. I'm on a flight 
from Newark to San Francisco and there are three guys who 
have taken over the plane and they say they have a bomb." 
 
Who would say "mom this is (and say their first and last name) 
How Stupid!
The phone calls are such a Joke! One guy said there were 3 
hijackers another said 4. Da can you count. The Todd Beamer 
even said 27 passengers were prodded to the back of the 
plane. WHAT DID HE DO? COUNT THEM? 
 
While Todd Beamer was on the phone with Lisa Jefferson, 
Tom Burnett called his wife again. "They're taking airplanes 
and hitting landmarks all up and down the East Coast," Deena 
told him. "OK," he replied. "We're going to do something. I'll 
call you back."
That's not true. They had only hit the World Trade Towers. 
Get some CIA Agents that aren't stupid PLEASE.
 
Lyz Glick was still on the phone with Jeremy. He told his wife 
to take care of Emmy, their 12-week-old daughter, and "have 
a good life." Lyz and Jeremy spoke of their love for each 
other. "I need you to be happy," he told her, "and I will respect 
any decisions that you make." Then he told her the 
passengers were taking a vote: Should they try to take back 
the plane? 
 
What did they do: Vote in front of the Hijackers? And why 



would the Hijackers let them place phone calls to begin with. 
Did they want to get shot down or something? Da!
 
Sandy Bradshaw, one of the flight attendants, phone her 
husband, Phil. "Have you heard what's going on? My flight 
has been hijacked by three guys with knives," she said. "Who 
was flying the plane?" Phil asked his wife. "I don't know who's 
flying the plane or where we are," she said. Sandy Bradshaw, 
who was trained never to spill hot coffee on a paying 
customer, slipped into the airplane's galley and began filling 
pitchers with boiling water
 
Boy they really had control of these passengers......... Didn't 
They!
 
Their making phone calls....filling pitcher with boiling water. 
Hey when did she get the chance to boil water. I didn't know 
they had stove tops on airplanes.
 
Lou Nacke is the only member of the group who attacked the 
terrorists who is not known to have made a phone call, 
although his wife, Amy, did have a message on her answering 
machine that contained only noise and a click.
 
How do they know he was involved then? Da!
 
From the back of Flight 93, CeeCee Lyles, another flight 
attendant, reached her husband, Lorne. "Babe, my plane's 
been hijacked," she said. "Stop joking," he said. "No, babe, I 
wouldn't joke like that. I love you. Tell the boys I love them." 



The pair prayed. In the background, Lorne Lyles could hear 
what he now believes was the sound of men planning a 
counterattack. "They're getting ready to force their way into 
the cockpit," she told him
Oh, he could hear them in the background on the phone, but 
the so-called hijackers could not hear them planning this so 
called counter attack. Yea Right.
 
When he had finished relaying his love for his family through 
Lisa Jefferson, Todd Beamer put down the phone, still 
connected with the outside world. His last words were: "Are 
you guys ready? Let's roll."
 
Why don't you just Yell it out so the hijackers know what your 
up to Todd.
 
He was probably on a phone at 7-11
 
Honor Wainio was still on the line with her stepmother. "I need 
to go," she said. "They're getting ready to break into the 
cockpit. I love you. Goodbye."
 
Getting ready to break into the cockpit? What about the other 
hijackers?
 
Come on main stream media.  Do I look like I have DOLT 
written on my forehead?
 
There wasn't any passengers on those planes! WAKE UP!
 



George Junior Boy announced a national state of mourning on 
Sept. 11 for 11 days.
 
Little Junior Boy presented his Patriot Act 
before Congress 11 days after Sept. 11.
 
This was 10,000 pages of legislation. 
Nobody could write 10,000 pages of 
legislation in 11 days. That means it was 
written before Sept. 11. PRIOR 
KNOWLEDGE.
 
Can you say "High Treason" children?
 
The Illuminati Illuminated the New York sky on March 11, 
2002 for 33 days. The Illumination even made an 11 in the 
sky. (could they be more arrogant? Yet, LO! 
 
Arrogance leads to Ignorance)

 
Did you see where they killed that boy down in Florida, put his 
dead body on a plane , stuffed a note in his pocket and flew 
the plane with remote control into the Bank of 
Amerika.....another symbol of Amerika is attacked. Did you 
see their new logo right before that.

http://www.hiddenmysteries.com/redir/index401.html


 
2 blue stripes....2 red stripes.....2 red stripes.= 11  11  11 = 33 
degrees of Masonry!
 
You are being Played!
 
The Masons set up shop in D.C. and set up their criminal 
enterprise there from the beginning. Figured they would stick 
around until the people ran them out.
 
THEIR.............. STILL............. THERE!
 

Upon an eastern coast
Of a land once of the free

Sits a king who likes to boast
That he has a democracy

 
Ruling by imposition

Breaking the laws of the land
Causing a Great Depression

He wields a fatal hand
 

Reigning Hell upon the Earth
Harming his people in turn

Satan rejoiced with his birth
When will his people learn

 
Yet maybe not all is dark
History has seen his fall

The one eyed man has found his mark



Riding the truth he will call
 

For the King with little wisdom
Looks not to the past

Seeing only his Kingdom
A vision THAT WILL NOT LAST!

 
In the Kingdom of the Blind

The One-Eyed Man will be King
And the Veil will be Lifted
So that the Blind will See.

 
In the Kingdom of the blind 

The One-Eyed man will be King
And the Veil will be lifted
And the blind WILL SEE.

 
A Metaphor. A Revelation of Truth.

And the Truth................Will Slay Evil.
 

And only the Truth..................WILL SET YOU FREE!
 

Self Sufficiency, Freedom, Peace, Love............Earthlings
 
Duke
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